William Collins's New Book "Mystery of the 7th Trumpet" Is a Comprehensive and Striking Examination of the Prophesies of God.

Recent release “Mystery of the 7th Trumpet” from Page Publishing author William Collins is a powerful and enlightening work that provides an in-depth analysis of the word of God and what that means to contemporary life.

(PRWEB) September 18, 2017 -- William Collins, a writer and author, has completed his new book “Mystery of the 7th Trumpet”: a gripping and potent luminary work that incorporates biblical texts for the reader to digest and contemplate the prophesies sent to humanity by the almighty God.

In describing the book, Collins states “I have been researching the Mysteries of the 7th Angel since 1984, I have had little help doing the book of the 7th Angel but God is fateful to send a publisher to publish the book. I dedicate this book to the Lord Jesus Christ who is the head of my life, and also to my dear Mother and Sisters who have helped to support me in my times of need while writing the book. I hope that anyone who reads this book will be inspired to get baptized in Jesus Christ Name and filled with the Holy Spirit. I hope this book will clear up the troubles of not being baptized in Jesus Christ Name.”

Published by New York City-based Page Publishing, William Collins’ illuminating work is a fascinating elucidation on the word of God. Collins gives readers a thought-provoking examination of the prophets God chose to deliver his most significant prophesies.

In the day of the 7th Angel trumpet the Mysteries of God will be finished being written as promised to Daniel the prophets John of Revelation, 10:4-7, and the Fathers.

Readers who wish to experience this potent work can purchase “Mystery of the 7th Trumpet” at bookstores everywhere, or online at the Apple iTunes store, Amazon, Google Play or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or media inquiries, contact Page Publishing at 866-315-2708.

About Page Publishing:

Page Publishing is a traditional New York based full-service publishing house that handles all of the intricacies involved in publishing its authors’ books, including distribution in the world’s largest retail outlets and royalty generation. Page Publishing knows that authors need to be free to create - not bogged down with complicated business issues like eBook conversion, establishing wholesale accounts, insurance, shipping, taxes and the like. Its roster of authors can leave behind these tedious, complex and time consuming issues, and focus on their passion: writing and creating. Learn more at www.pagepublishing.com.
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